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ABSTRACT
Statistical Significance Testing – or Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST) – is common to quantitative CHI PLAY research. Drawing from recent work in HCI and psychology promoting transparent statistics and the reduction of questionable research practices, we systematically review the reporting quality of 119 CHI PLAY papers using NHST (data and analysis plan at OSF.io). We find that over half of these papers employ NHST without specific statistical hypotheses or research questions, which may risk the proliferation of false positive findings. Moreover, we observe inconsistencies in the reporting of sample sizes and statistical tests. These issues reflect fundamental incompatibilities between NHST and the frequently exploratory work common to CHI PLAY. We discuss the complementary roles of exploratory and confirmatory research, and provide a template for more transparent research and reporting practices.
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Note: This systematic literature review was pre-registered at https://osf.io/z5ed2, following the PRISMA-P checklist [151].

1 INTRODUCTION
A primary goal of CHI PLAY is to provide a space for “high quality research in games and HCI” while “embracing a wide variety of research contributions” [3]. Many of these contributions emerge from empirical user studies of videogames and other game-like artefacts, whereby statistical analysis is applied to quantitative (or quantified) data to produce new insights regarding player-computer interaction [179]. Often, data analysis proceeds by way of \( p \) values (e.g., as computed via \( t \)-test or ANOVA), which are used to understand whether trends in data represent real effects, or merely noise. This is commonly called Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST).

However, NHST methods have become increasingly subject to critique. False positive results, whereby noise is misidentified as a real effect, can easily occur as a result of common practices performed during analysis [79, 154]. These Questionable Research Practices [177, QRPs] threaten the legitimacy of statistical significance and therefore complicate interpretation of published research findings [79, 154]. QRPs are facilitated by a publishing climate biased towards statistically significant results1, leaving non-significant research findings in the file drawer [33, 49, 131, 170].

A growing number of HCI scholars have consequently called for greater consideration of the quality of NHST analyses, and statistical reporting more broadly [26, 27, 48, 75, 88]. However, the extent to which these issues affect HCI research on games and play – and CHI PLAY in particular – is yet to be determined.

Yet CHI PLAY arguably has much to gain from other fields where similar problems have begun to be addressed. Quantitative games research in HCI often draws from psychological theory and methodology [e.g., 165] – as such, we argue that recent psychological work on Open Science has much to offer to the CHI PLAY community.

In this paper, we examine the quality of statistical reporting at CHI PLAY, reviewing 119 publications employing NHST in their analysis. We observe wide variation in reporting quality: about two thirds (67.2%) of these papers consistently report full test statistics, 28.6% contain inconsistent \( p \) values, and only seven papers (5.9%) justify their sample size. Moreover, NHST is often (mis)applied to exploratory research questions, risking the propagation of false positive findings. Our results demonstrate that quantitative research at CHI PLAY exhibits similar issues as other HCI research domains [26], suggesting a need to improve research practice, peer review, and publication guidelines. To help address these issues, we offer a comprehensive, easy to use template for authors and reviewers to assess the reporting quality of papers that employ NHST in their analysis. Moreover, we argue for the widespread adoption of Open Science practices, such as data sharing and pre-registration, by the CHI PLAY community.

In the following, we first describe the NHST method, and summarize pertinent issues with the approach identified by scholars in HCI [e.g., 26, 33, 48] and other fields [e.g., 79, 154, 158, 177]. We then present a systematic literature review of 119 papers employing NHST to evaluate the quality of statistical reporting at the venue. Lastly, we present a template for authors and reviewers, and

1A phenomenon we have also occasionally observed during peer review at CHI PLAY.
propose recommendations for future quantitative games and play research at CHI PLAY.

2 RELATED WORK

We begin with a brief summary of NHST methods, from which we situate our critique. A comprehensive overview is beyond the scope of this paper; however, for a more in-depth review of the underlying mathematical principles, we refer readers to [45, 48, 102]. Quantitative research usually takes one of two forms: Exploratory work, through which hypotheses are generated, or confirmatory studies, where hypotheses can be tested [48, 75]. Exploratory research is typically conducted in the early stages of forming theories and conceptual frameworks, where researchers are unsure what effects to expect. Data are collected and explored for potential effects, informing theory and concept development, which facilitate the generation of concrete hypotheses. The goal of confirmatory research, then, is to test these hypotheses through their use in predicting one or more study outcomes. In this way, correct predictions can represent support for a theory.

Researchers often test hypotheses using Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST). NHST is an inferential approach to statistics that allows researchers to decide between two competing hypotheses about data: The null hypothesis ($H_0$) and the alternative hypothesis ($H_1$).

Researchers are usually interested in an entire population (e.g., online game players); however, it is usually impossible to test every person in a population of interest. Methods such as NHST can produce valid inferences regarding the complete population from a smaller sample.

However, extrapolating from incomplete data inherently comes with the risk of making one of two errors: falsely rejecting the null hypothesis when it is actually true (Type I), and failing to reject the null hypothesis when it is actually false (Type II) [88].

It is not possible to find support for a specific hypothesis with NHST, as $p$ values represent the probability of observing at least equally extreme data under the null hypothesis. NHST instead allows for precise control over how often a hypothesis is falsely accepted or rejected in the long run. The significance (or $\alpha$) threshold (usually .05) controls how often we will make a Type I error and incorrectly reject the null hypothesis (false positive). Statistical power ($1 - \beta$, usually set to .8) controls how often we will make a Type II error and incorrectly fail to reject the null hypothesis (false negative).

Using NHST, it is not possible to know whether a null hypothesis is truly false following a single significant result. Instead, NHST demonstrates the frequency of incorrect judgements in the long run when rejecting the null hypothesis. Because error rates are controlled over a series of hypothetically infinite studies, rather than just one, NHST is also referred to as a frequentist approach to statistics [45].

2.1 Criticism of NHST

While widespread, the use of NHST in HCI is controversial [33, 48, 88]. Two main issues emerge: First, a single $p$ value constitutes only weak evidence; second, long-term error control can occur only when researchers abide by a number of specific rules. Error rates become inflated when these rules are not followed, which limits the validity of results. We discuss each issue in turn.

It is a common misunderstanding that $p$ values represent the probability that a hypothesis is true [45, 48, 65, 88, 158]. More worryingly, $p$ values are not a measure of strength of evidence like a standardized effect size, as they randomly fluctuate [88, 158] in what was coined the “dance of the $p$ values” [34, 49]. For example, when performing t-tests on two groups with the same mean and standard deviation – in other words, when no true effect exists – all $p$ values are equally likely; the proportion of significant $p$ values is equal to the $\alpha$ threshold (i.e., 5%). Even when a true between-group difference exists, repeated tests will not produce the same $p$ value. The $p$ values “dance” around the significance threshold. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

This issue is compounded for studies with low statistical power. In Figure 1 left, power $\approx 80$%; i.e., approximately 80% of $p$ values correctly fall below the significance threshold, and “only” 20% of studies would commit a Type II error. The statistical power of a test is a function of both sample and effect size: power is maximized when a large effect is expected from a large sample. For under-powered studies, Type II errors become more likely, and null results consequently provide limited information$^2$ [88].

This behavior of the $p$ value when the null is true – the uniform distribution in which every $p$ value is equally likely – is problematic for exploratory study designs. More specifically, when more values are drawn from the uniform $p$ distribution (i.e., as more statistical tests are run), the odds of observing spurious significant results are increased.

Exploratory research takes an essential role in HCI [33], as exploratory works where novel artefacts are designed and evaluated – often via a variety of measures and statistical tests – constitute key contributions to the field [179]. Yet applying NHST in exploratory research presents one of two drawbacks: if the critical $\alpha$ threshold is lowered to prevent an excess of false positive findings, potentially interesting (and non-significant) findings may be overlooked; conversely, not adjusting $\alpha$ substantially increases the Type I error rate such that confidence in test results is attenuated [35, 56]. Accordingly, exploratory work should be explicitly labelled as such, and indeed may benefit from using alternative analytic methods, such as estimation [48].

2.2 Questionable Research Practices and Researcher Degrees of Freedom

Sometimes researchers engage in exploratory analyses, yet report the resulting significant findings as if they were confirmatory – effects are claimed to support a hypothesis formulated after data collection has occurred. This practice is called hypothesizing after results are known, or HARKing [33, 91] and is a so-called Questionable Research Practice (QRP) [83]. QRPs are decisions made during data collection or analysis whose strategic application can improve the odds of achieving statistically significant results (and thereby inflate the Type I error rate). Typical QRPs include removing data points to change a group mean, $^2$It should be noted that we discuss statistical power, which is calculated with an expected effect size. So-called post hoc power, derived after analysis from the observed effect size and achieved sample size is merely a conversion of the $p$ value and therefore of limited use and misleading [101].
collecting data until desired results occur, selectively reporting (in)dependent variables, rounding down p values close to the significance threshold, and HARKing [83, 142, 177]. These practices may, at first glance, seem reasonable: for example, continuing data collection when analysis yields non-significant results [83] does increase the sample size, which is generally desirable. However, because p values behave randomly (Figure 1), these further tests always increase the chance of false positive findings. In fact, this practice of intermediate testing until a significant result is found will eventually yield significant results regardless of what is tested [158].

It has been shown that QRPs are pervasive in the psychological literature [83]. Their impact can be immense: Only reporting one of two dependent variables, collecting ten more observations per cell, controlling for gender, and selectively choosing between three conditions collectively increases the rate of false positive findings from 5% to 60% [154]õ. The influence of QRPs has been deemed so massive that in a widely discussed paper, Ioannidis [79] proposed that most published research findings are false, with some scientific fields potentially only reporting their own biases instead of any true effects.

A number of approaches to prevent QRPs have been identified [33]. One prominent option is pre-registration, whereby scholars record all salient features of their research plan in a time-stamped, immutable form prior to data collection [33, 122]. While the exact contents of pre-registrations tend to differ [see 122], they typically include the research goals, hypotheses to be tested, and the statistical analysis plan [33]. Pre-registration plans represent compelling evidence that confirmatory statistical analyses are independent of the observed data. As such, pre-registration practices represent a positive step towards more open and transparent science; however, they do not constitute an absolute safeguard against QRPs. Pre-registered studies lose value when research plans omit key information, or differ from final analyses without a valid rationale [177].

QRPs are made possible by the substantial amount of leeway afforded during research, otherwise known as Researcher Degrees of Freedom (R-DFs) [154, 177]. These freedoms are not bad in and of themselves: many decisions, such as which participants to exclude from a sample, are essential aspects of research (for example, to ensure data integrity [23]). However, because researchers are incentivized to produce “novel” (i.e., significant) results for publication [33], R-DFs can be readily misused to “improve” results [83]. Conversely, many non-significant results are never published for the same reason, resulting in the file drawer problem [33, 137].

We note that QRPs do not constitute fraud. Practices such as intermediate testing have historically been considered unproblematic and defensible [83]. In contrast, fraud requires intent, and is

---

Figure 1: Histograms of p values, each produced from 100,000 simulated t-tests. For each t-test (n=50), samples were randomly drawn from two normal distributions. On the left, the two distributions had \( m_1 = 100 \) and \( m_2 = 105 \) (\( sd_1,2 = 10 \)); on the right, the two distributions were completely equal (\( m_1,2 = 100 \); \( sd_1,2 = 10 \)). In both histograms, the first five bars include all p values < 0.05, constituting significant results. Note that ~5% of results in the right distribution were significant. The red bar represents the uniform distribution of p values for infinite simulations where the true effect is zero. Plots generated with code by [102] (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0).

---

3An interactive example can be found in the P-Hacker app, which illustrates this process [146].
therefore rare. QRPs are widespread, easily performed unintentionally, and difficult to detect, making them a primary threat to the reproducibility of results [142, 154, 177]. R-DFs serve a valid purpose in the scientific process – for example, excluding careless survey respondents can improve data quality [23]. However, their application should be intentional, consistent, and transparently reported. To these ends, Wicherts et al. [177] compiled a list of 34 R-DFs to help researchers identify unintentional p-hacking in their own practices; for example, testing broadly stated hypotheses for which a number of dependent variables could apply – or, if non-significant, be removed from the analysis.

In the present work, we apply this list of 34 R-DFs to evaluate the quality of statistical reporting at CHI PLAY. In doing so, we aimed to understand how R-DFs at CHI PLAY are reported, and hence to what extent the rate of false positive results has been inflated. In this way, the present research follows from a long tradition of meta-scientific work on research methods at CHI PLAY, CHI, and the wider HCI literature.

Calls for other changes to research methods and reporting practice have also been made in recent games scholarship. The use of non-violent “control” videogames in aggression research [8], for example, provoked questions as to whether games that vary across genre, pacing, and content can induce comparative experiences [51, 73]. More detailed reporting of game selection procedures, with theoretical or empirical bases, has been suggested as a means by which researchers could more convincingly justify their choice of stimulus games [166]. Psychometric measures have also come under increasing scrutiny in HCI games research. In particular, it was shown that the Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) saw wide use as a validated measure, despite the absence of a published validation study [109] – and indeed, the stated factor structure could not be independently validated [24, 85, 109]. Moreover, substantial variation in reporting basic qualities of the GEQ, such as the number of scale items, was observed across the literature [109], suggesting the existence of broader issues in reporting practice in HCI games research.

3 SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW

We conducted a systematic literature review to take stock of the quality of statistical reporting at CHI PLAY. Following the PRISMA-P protocol [151], the literature review was pre-registered on January 29 2020, before beginning data collection. Materials and the PRISMA Flow diagram detailing all steps of the review are available at https://osf.io/4mcbn/. The literature review and analysis were performed by the first author, in regular consultation with the third author.

3.0.1 Identification. Using the ACM Digital Library, we collected all CHI PLAY papers published since the inaugural conference in 2014 that were classified as “Research-Article” (i.e., full papers). As such, we did not include publications labeled as “Abstract” or “Short-Paper”, as the reduced page limit and potential preliminary status of the work (e.g., Works-in-Progress) may have limited what authors could report. This first step resulted in a sample of n=246 papers.

3.0.2 Screening. Next, we screened the sample of 246 papers for Notes. We decided to exclude Notes from our sample, for the same reason that we excluded Abstracts and Short-Papers. We excluded n=8 notes, resulting in n=238 considered for further analysis.

3.0.3 Eligibility. We screened the remaining papers for the presence of inferential statistics; for example, reporting p values or describing results as significant. In this way, a further n=108 papers without inferential statistics were excluded, leaving a sample of n=130 papers (marked with * in the References).

3.0.4 Codebook. Initial coding proceeded by adapting the checklist developed by Wicherts et al. [177] into a preliminary codebook. These early categories included R-DFs organized around Hypothesizing (e.g., “Conducting explorative [sic] research without any hypothesis”), Study Design (e.g., “Measuring additional constructs that could potentially act as primary outcomes”), Data Collection (e.g., “Determining the data collection stopping rule on the basis of desired results or intermediate significance testing”), Statistical Analysis (e.g., “Choosing to include different measured variables as covariates, independent variables, mediators, or moderators”), and Reporting of Results (e.g., “Failing to assure reproducibility (verifying the data collection and data analysis)” [all quotes 177, Table 1, p. 3].

As per our pre-registration report, we randomly selected a subset of papers (n=32; ~25% of the sample) to assess the preliminary codebook’s viability. Based on this analysis, the codebook was revised in several ways:

- As only two studies in our sample were pre-registered (i.e., [81, 175]), R-DFs that could only be identified with knowledge of authors’ pre-study intentions were removed (e.g., post-hoc switching of the primary outcome).
- As we will elaborate in our Results section, hypotheses, test statistics, effect sizes, measures, and assumption tests were often reported incorrectly or not at all (e.g., hypotheses were often implicitly linked to tests performed). We therefore added codes referring to complete and clear reporting practices (e.g., “are the (in)dependent variables reported in a way that readers could reproduce them?”).
- We added items for statistical reporting (e.g., “are full test statistics reported?”) to address concerns previously noted in Related Work regarding the improper use of NHST. We also examined p value reporting practices with statcheck.io [121], or manual computation where necessary. In particular, we investigated whether reported p values were consistent with their corresponding degrees of freedom and test statistics.
- We added items related to reproducibility (e.g., “does the paper provide raw data or an analysis plan?”) to assess to what extent Open Science practices, such as sharing data, have been adopted at CHI PLAY.

The final codebook, which includes code descriptions and relevant citations, can be found in the OSF repository.

3.0.5 Included. We analyzed all 130 papers with the updated codebook. During this final analysis, a further n=11 papers were excluded: Four papers did not feature statistical inferences, and were therefore deemed false positives [15, 31, 47, 74]; two studies used exploratory factor analyses [109, 161], which (unlike NHST) are
designed for exploratory analyses; finally, five papers did not employ NHST when reporting results [125, 171, 173], or only reported non-significant results without further information on the statistical analysis [119, 175]. This resulted in a final sample of N=119 papers, which forms the basis of our systematic review results.

4 RESULTS

In the following section, we present the results of our literature review. Altogether, our sample spans almost half (48.78%) of all CHI PLAY full papers published between 2014 and 2019, attesting to the popularity of NHST at the conference. We present findings in the general order of our codebook. Importantly, our review concentrates on the quality of the (described) methods and reporting; we do not intend to make statements on the research quality of the works.

4.1 Hypothesis Reporting

As noted in Related Work, long term error rates are only controlled in confirmatory research designs that test specific statistical hypotheses. We therefore examined whether papers employing NHST reported confirmatory research goals and statistical hypotheses.

Most works contained at least one exploratory research question (n=75, 63.02%), though it was not always labeled as such. For some studies, however, an exploratory focus was explicitly noted; for instance, “in the absence of an existing theoretical framework for the design and discussion of asymmetric games, we adopted an exploratory approach” [70, p. 350]. Other papers were less clear: in some cases, no research questions were identified [e.g., 13]; in others, research goals were described in ways that could not be interpreted as confirmatory [e.g., 11] – for example, among one study’s “primary aims” [14, p. 327] was to “[d]etermine the similarities and differences of the likely impacts of MDDA […]” (p. 327). Note that while this statement is a useful research question and may be considered a “theoretical” hypothesis, it does not constitute a “statistical” hypothesis or confirmatory research goal, as it does not directly relate to test outcomes.

Of the 119 papers, n=44 (36.98%) stated a confirmatory research goal, outlining at least one hypothesis that was supported or rejected on the basis of their results. For example, two hypotheses are defined in [41], one of which predicts that “[e]xperiences of interdependence (H1a) and cooperation (H1b) are positively associated with in-game social capital” (p. 90). As both H1a and H1b are later defined in terms of self-report measures, this hypothesis can be directly tested.

Notably, over half of the reviewed works (n=64, 53.78%) stated hypotheses (e.g., “There will be no differences in any game experience measures due to graphical fidelity”, [21, p. 270]), even where confirmatory research goals had not been formulated. Only n=22 (18.49%) outlined statistical hypotheses that could be directly translated into statistical tests (e.g., “The perspective switching provides significant benefits to spatial orientation and overview” [32, p. 290]). This is mirrored in the reported analyses, where for most papers (n=90, 75.63%), the distinction between confirmatory and exploratory testing is unclear. In comparison, 12.61% (n=15) of papers clarified this distinction – for instance, by using subheadings (e.g., “Exploratory Analysis: Game Experience and Game Behavior”, [124, p. 9]; “Further Statistics”, [185, p. 7]). In the remaining 11.77% papers (n=14), only confirmatory analyses were conducted.

We were unable to confidently assess whether tests for all hypotheses were reported in 50.42% (n=60) of papers, either because the hypotheses themselves were not clearly stated [e.g., 37], or the reporting did not allow us to assess whether a hypothesis had been answered: For example, one paper sought to study how a system might “collect en-masse achievement data about gamers” [p. 305 174], “[w]hat insights [might] be drawn solely from the data collected […]” (p. 305), and identify the limitations of “using only one source of usernames for the system […]” (p. 305). While the first two questions were addressed in the results section, the open wording of the hypothesis makes it impossible to determine whether the questions were addressed completely. Indeed, the third research question is not discussed in the results section at all, but only addressed in the limitations.

In the remaining 49.58% (n=59) of cases, all hypotheses could be clearly linked to a corresponding test [e.g., 72, 157].

4.2 Study Design Reporting

Researchers have the most freedom when planning and preparing a study. Detailed and thorough reporting of the study design is therefore crucial for readers to understand how a study was conducted, the ways its enactment may have influenced results, and how it could be replicated.

4.2.1 Sample Size. An important part of NHST is justifying the sample size, usually via power analysis and a defined significance threshold (e.g., α < .05). Of the N=119 papers, n=7 (5.88%) justified their sample size [e.g., with a power analysis, as in 44], with one of the seven only reporting post-hoc power [21] – which is somewhat misleading, as post-hoc power is not equivalent to statistical power, but rather a conversion of the p-Value [101].

All papers reported the sample size, where n=54 (45.38%) either did not remove any participants from their analysis [e.g., 9], or provided a rationale for doing so [e.g., where data collection was compromised for participants who had guessed the true intent of the study, as in 168]. A further 21.01% (n=25) of papers did not justify removing participants, or did not mention having done so, despite inconsistencies between reported degrees of freedom and sample size [i.e., indicating that participants were removed from the test, e.g., 6, 28]. In the remaining 33.61% (n=40) papers, insufficient details were reported to determine whether participants were removed.

4.2.2 Significance Threshold. The significance threshold (i.e., α) was defined more frequently, with 18.49% (n=22) of papers opting for a single value (i.e., 0.05) for all tests. All other papers either used multiple thresholds or an implicit threshold. Further, only 4 papers (3.63%) justified their α threshold. For example, [164] adjusted the standard α threshold from 0.05 to 0.0045 “[…] to control the experiment-wise error rate across the 11 tests […]” (p. 5).

4.2.3 Study Setup and Variables. A clear description of the study design and setup are needed to understand how the study was conducted, what was measured and how, as well as how the researchers managed their degrees of freedom. Independent variables were thoroughly described in most papers (n=92, 77.31%), resulting
in a clear vision of the manipulation, and facilitating conceptual replications.

Dependent variables were defined in less detail. Overall, 56.3% (n=67) papers reported them in ways that clarified their role in the study and made them available for replication. For example, one paper used a subheading per questionnaire, stating “To quantify the play experience, we measure interest/enjoyment, invested effort and pressure/tension using the IMI” [42, p. 453], followed by a citation.

In papers where dependent variables were not precisely defined, the methods of their construction, relevance to the research, or potential moderator status was rarely stated [e.g., 34]. A majority of studies reported additional measures: in 71.26% (n=61) of papers, these variables were not described in a way they could be replicated or their role in the analysis was unclear (e.g., whether they were intended as dependent or moderator variables). Of the remaining papers, 14.29% (n=17) fully reported their additional variables, and 34.45% (n=41) did not report measuring additional variables. Most papers (n=88, 73.95%) did not employ moderator variables, but among those that did, few explained their use (n=14, 11.77%).

An exemplar of reporting measurements and manipulation can be found in Johanson et al. [81]. Moderator variables were collected “to get a sense of each participant’s interest in the task and ability to complete the task” [81, p.174], and are subsuised under the “Questionnaires” subheading. Dependent variables are separately described in the next subsection “Dependent Measures”.

4.3 Statistical Reporting

Of the 119 papers, n=80 (67.23%) report their tests in a way that communicates (1) the tests used, (2) degrees of freedom, (3) the test statistic, and (4) the p value. In the remaining papers, at least one of these elements was not clearly reported. An example of a well-reported ANOVA that also incorporates effect size can be found in [114, p. 196]: “F(2, 122) = 56.8, p < .001, ηp2 = .482.”

When sufficient statistical details were reported, we used the app statcheck.io [121] to review the computation of p values from the test statistic and degrees of freedom. As statcheck only works for papers that report results formatted according to APA guidelines (and PDFs that directly translate into plain text), results were computed by hand where necessary. While 51.26% (n=61) of papers reported consistent p values, inconsistencies were observed in 28.57% (n=34) of papers. In most cases, inconsistencies reflected rounding errors with no meaningful influence on study outcomes — rarely, however, we observed decision inconsistencies, whereby the reported and computed p values supported different decisions. For 20.17% (n=24) of papers, it was not possible to re-compute p values, as they lacked necessary statistical details.

For example, one paper reported “t(14) = -2.055, p = 0.049” [22, p. 211], which would result in a significant p = 0.0295 for a one-sided test, or a non-significant p = 0.059 if a two-sided test was conducted. The same paper reported “F(2, 12) = 3.775, p = 0.031” (p. 211), which would produce p = 0.053. Note that these were two tests among a total of 25 reported in the paper. As such, the observed inconsistencies do not change the overall conclusions of the paper by much.

4.3.1 Assumption Testing. Most papers (n=108, 90.76%) reported parametric tests, which should generally be accompanied by assumption tests – however, the majority of papers (n=64, 53.78%) did not mention these. Of the remaining papers, 36.98% (n=44) explicitly described assumption tests [e.g., 68, 69], the remaining 9.24% (n=11) used non-parametric tests [e.g., 160] or tests, where we were not aware of applicable assumption tests [e.g., 19].

4.3.2 Effect Sizes and Confidence Intervals. We also examined the prevalence of reporting effect sizes and confidence intervals (CIs): While we found effect sizes in 63.02% (n=75) of papers, only 67.2% (n=9) reported CIs [e.g., 58, 86] for point estimates of interest (usually effect sizes or means), suggesting that many studies rely solely on p values for their inferences. Lastly, few papers adjusted their significance threshold for multiple testing: 81.51% (n=97) of papers did not report adjusting their critical α level despite conducting multiple tests related to one hypothesis. Of the remaining works, 10.92% (n=13) performed adjustments [e.g., 114, 138], and a further 7.56% (n=9) did not require adjustment for multiple tests [e.g., 62, 94].

4.4 Transparency

Transparent data, analyses, and research goals allow other researchers to independently reproduce the analysis, or perform replication studies.

Only n=5 papers (4.2%) were accompanied by publicly available data [e.g., 40, 148, 160]; the remaining papers did not provide explanations for their non-disclosure. No papers shared the software script used for data analysis.

With regards to sharing experimental software, tools, or other materials, 20.2% (n=24) of papers sourced all relevant materials [e.g., 163], attaching questionnaires to the work [e.g., 162, 181], describing materials exhaustively [e.g., 78], or making software available in a repository [e.g., 145, 147, 148].

Finally, we investigated study pre-registration. Only one6 paper [81] was pre-registered; curiously, the methods and tests described in the paper sometimes diverged from the pre-registration without explanation.

5 DISCUSSION

The present work has reviewed 119 CHI PLAY papers employing NHST to examine the quality of statistical reporting practice. We have identified a number of issues with the ways that study design and data analysis are reported in these papers. NHST is an extremely popular analytic method at CHI PLAY, with our corpus comprising almost half of all published full papers from the venue.

However, critiques of NHST have emphasized the ease by which false positive results can emerge from seemingly reasonable practices conducted during and after data collection [i.e., QRPs, 177]. Our review raises similar concerns about quantitative research at CHI PLAY.

6We note another pre-registered study [175] published at CHI PLAY 2019. However, the study was excluded from our review, as it describes a qualitative, exploratory approach and did not employ NHST.
Two main issues can be identified from our review. First, statistical reporting varies widely: unexplained changes to sample size between tests, uncorrected multiple testing, and vaguely specified dependent variables are common. Inconsistent reporting problematizes evaluation of research quality, potentially obscuring question-able practices (e.g., incomplete test statistics). This ambiguity can drastically increase the rate of false positive results in the literature.

Second, we identified a number of arguably exploratory studies that apply methods intended for use in confirmatory research. These papers often resemble confirmatory work, featuring hypotheses that are tested using NHST. However, these papers often reflect an exploratory intent; they may, for example, employ a wide array of measures to evaluate a game (or game-like artefact) over a similarly extensive battery of tests. Without correcting for multiple tests, this approach inflates the rate of false positive findings.

Although some works report their results to a high standard, in general, the perfunctory application of NHST in CHI PLAY research is a cause for concern. The pursuit of meaningful claims about player-computer interaction – “discussion of current high quality research in games and HCI” [3] – is impeded by a quantitative literature for which effect sizes and confidence intervals are commonly elided in favour of isolated $p$ values, and whose analytic methods fundamentally conflict with high-level goals of research.

### 5.1 The Value of Confirmatory and Exploratory Research

The majority of reviewed papers contained no confirmatory research goal, and had not formulated any statistical hypotheses. This may suggest that (1) most of these works actually pursue exploratory research aims, even if not explicitly stated in the paper; and that (2) confirmatory research is seemingly of limited use in the context of player-computer interaction.

Indeed, “intentionally exploratory studies are a cornerstone of HCI” [33, p. 5, emphasis added]. As such, the prevalence of exploratory work at CHI PLAY is unsurprising. Many publications describe the testing phase of iterative development, and evaluate novel interfaces [33]; for these applications, the rigor of confirmatory approaches is not always needed [76]. Moreover, in contrast to experimental psychology or medicine, player-computer interaction is yet a nascent field of research, in which the discovery of novel phenomena for theory-building remains a priority. Phillips et al. [129], for instance, formulated an exploratory research question to investigate how their reward taxonomy affects the player experience (i.e., “RQ1: Does type of video game reward in a game influence the player experience?”, p. 396). As such, exploratory research is well-suited to investigating topics that are not sufficiently understood, or where firm predictions are impractical.

What value, then, does confirmatory research have to CHI PLAY? Recall that confirmatory studies test hypotheses derived from the theoretical and conceptual speculation – in other words, they build on prior work. For example, the qualitatively greater autonomy identified in solitary play, relative to social play with friends [169] could be formally tested from a confirmatory perspective. While confirmatory research is less common in HCI, its relative absence has contributed to concerns regarding fragmentation and limited progress [75, 88]. Hence, confirmatory research is necessary to advance player-computer interaction by linking empirical work to theoretical considerations, validating conceptual assumptions (e.g., greater variation in rewards increases intrinsic motivation [cf. 129]), and understanding the processes involved in particular phenomena [75]. Together, these efforts facilitate more informed predictions, as well as contribute to a more unified and integrative understanding of player-computer interaction.

### 5.2 Directions

Our review has identified a slew of shortcomings in current research and reporting practices at CHI PLAY. However, we emphasize that the QPRs described in the present work are likely a product of unfamiliarity with the assumptions underlying NHST, rather than intentional data massaging. As noted, many R-DFs have only recently been identified as problematic [83].

We highlight that some CHI PLAY research is, at times, already conducted in partial alignment with Open Science principles. Schwind et al. [148], for example, made their faceMaker app freely available, facilitating its further use in research. Similarly, despite concerns regarding its arguably low statistical power, Johanson and colleagues’ [81] thorough pre-registration and detailed reporting clarify the aims of the work and facilitate replication.

Finally, we highlight that while essential, reporting quality is not the *sine qua non* of publication value – indeed, there are many other aspects (e.g., subject matter, theory) that make papers interesting and worth reading [75, 179].

However, for CHI PLAY research to have proceeded largely in isolation from these discussions is worth further examination. Guidelines for high-quality study design [154, 177], analysis [158], and reporting practices [4] – many of which were compiled from within HCI [27, 33, 48, 75, 88, 170] – have been largely eschewed. While we can only speculate as to why these recommendations have not yet found their way to the field, we urge CHI PLAY scholars to engage with works such as these, and more completely apply these guidelines in their own practice. Moreover, we recommend that HCI and games educators sensitise students to the different roles of confirmatory and exploratory research.

### 6 A TEMPLATE FOR MORE TRANSPARENT QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH AT CHI PLAY

To facilitate more rigorous and transparent research and reporting practices at CHI PLAY, we contribute a template for researchers to guide their study designs from start to finish, and for reviewers to quickly assess reporting quality. Recommendations mostly focus on confirmatory, NHST-based research, but also include pointers for exploratory work. Suggestions are presented alongside their corresponding citations for further reference.

Note that this template is neither complete nor infallible – research is diverse, and no single template can perfectly address every work – however, it is intended to specifically address concerns of quantitative studies published at CHI PLAY at present. As with $p$ values and effect sizes, researchers and authors should take a critical perspective and carefully consider the rationale for each point to determine where divergence is pertinent.
6.1 Deciding on the Research Goals
First, researchers need to consider their research question(s) of interest, and how these may be studied [75]. Specifically, whether their aim is to test specific hypotheses (confirmatory), collect rich descriptions of a phenomenon or artefact (exploratory), or a combination thereof (i.e., confirmatory hypothesis testing, followed by exploratory analyses). This decision then informs all subsequent methodological choices, as well as the selection of suitable statistical methods.

6.2 Hypothesizing
Designing a study should proceed with the research goals in mind, as they influence a number of decisions that follow. Submissions should clearly report the overarching research goal, research questions, and precise hypotheses.

- **Confirmatory Research Goal** [4, 177]: The work has a clearly stated confirmatory research goal: Authors specify two competing hypotheses. Deciding on a clear research goal early on can drastically improve the study design, as it informs all subsequent study design choices.
- **Precise & Directional Statistical Hypotheses** [88, 177]: Hypotheses should be explicitly defined, including predictions as to how the independent variable will impact specific measures. Steinemann et al. [157], for example, built on previous experiments in media psychology to formulate concrete statistical hypothesis, e.g., “H1: Interactivity will lead to increased donations” [157, p. 321].

6.3 Study Design
Designing the study follows directly from the research question(s).

- **Independent variables are precisely defined** [4, 154, 177]: Independent variables should be clearly described and justified to facilitate replication. For example, when selecting video games as stimuli for experimental conditions, clarifications should be provided to justify the choice [166].
- **Dependent variables are precisely defined** [177]: Full reporting of dependent variables paints a more complete picture of the research (and results), and facilitates replication. Authors should describe which variables they intended to influence, how these were measured, and why this instrument was chosen. Especially in light of the variety of available player experience questionnaires, psychometrics and a clear rationale should be provided [85, 109].
- **All additional and moderator variables are defined** [177]: All additional variables collected are clearly described, including their role in the analysis. Demographic details and other interesting constructs with no clearly specified relation to the research question may provide valuable insights, but unless specified in the hypotheses, should not be used in confirmatory analyses.
- **Data cleaning, exclusions and grouping** [177]: All data cleaning practices, exclusion of participants’ data, and grouping participants by demographic variables should be clearly summarized [see also 23], alongside a rationale for their use. Justifying these decisions (e.g., listing predetermined exclusion criteria) emphasizes that these measures were not taken post-hoc to fish for significant results. Where participants are grouped via a third variable (e.g., age brackets), a multivariate analysis — in which all reasonable groupings are calculated [49] — may help researchers demonstrate the robustness of their decisions.
- **Data collection and power** [158, 177]: Controlling for statistical power is crucial to understanding the long-term error rate. This is usually done by collecting a sample of a specific size, as determined by a power analysis. Power analysis also helps reduce over-testing (i.e., potentially wasting resources), and facilitates the development of more specific hypotheses, as it requires a prediction concerning the expected effect’s magnitude (i.e., effect size).
- **Deciding on an alpha threshold** [45, 104]: As with statistical power, a single critical alpha value should be determined prior to data collection. The alpha threshold should be considered strictly dichotomous: Marginally significant results (typically 0.05 ≤ p ≤ 0.1) should not be interpreted [130]. While α < 0.05 is standard, the chosen threshold value may differ depending on the needs of the research [104].
- **Visualize the study design** [50]: Tools exist to walk through the aforementioned steps, visualize the study design, and facilitate pre-registration. Touchstone2 [50], for example, allows researchers to set up and compare study designs, and perform power calculations.

6.4 Reporting
The aim of NHST is to decide between two competing hypotheses about data. Transparent reporting is necessary to comprehend these decisions, as well as promote reproducibility.

- **Full test statistics are reported** [177]: Statistical tests, degrees of freedom, and statistical values are reported in detail. A (fictional) example of a fully reported one-sided, non-significant Student’s t-test is depicted in Figure 2.
- **Assumptions are tested and reported** [26, 177]: All statistical tests come with specific assumptions towards the data. While some tests (e.g., a one-way ANOVA) are considered robust to violations of normality [143], other assumptions...
such as variance homogeneity can affect common NHST tests, including ANOVA and ANCOVA [135], especially for smaller sample sizes. Papers should also clearly report if assumptions were not tested [e.g., tests of the normality assumption have been criticized for their unreliability 27].

- **Reporting effect sizes and confidence intervals [75, 90, 158]:** In contrast to $p$ values, effect sizes indicate the strength of a statistical effect (e.g., how strongly the independent variable impacted the dependent variable), and provide a more meaningful basis for interpreting results. Confidence intervals should also be reported to indicate the degree of uncertainty around important point estimates (i.e., effect sizes, means, etc.). Reporting effect sizes and CIs also allows for comparisons across studies (e.g., as in meta analyses).

- **Correcting for multiple tests [16, 103]:** Family-wise error control is important to adjust for multiple testing, as every test beyond the first increases the rate of false positive findings. As a general rule, $p$ values should be adjusted per hypothesis, where given $k$ independent tests, the chance of observing a false positive is $1 - (1 - \alpha)^k$ [16]. Harpstead et al. [69], for example, chose a Bonferroni correction to adjust their chosen significance threshold of 0.001 "by the number of statistical tests being performed, $(1 + \text{the number of rewards}) \times (1 + \text{the number of groups}) \times 2$, resulting in a final alpha value of 5.05e-06 [69, p.375].

- **Dealing with non-significant results [46, 130]:** As noted in Related Work, $p$ values do not represent the probability that a hypothesis is true. Equally, non-significant results cannot be interpreted as evidence of "no effect": Any series of tests is likely to produce some non-significant results when statistical power is $< 1$. "Marginaly significant" results are non-significant, and should not be interpreted otherwise [130].

- **Matching hypotheses to tests [177]:** All hypotheses should be clearly linked to corresponding statistical tests, as well as clearly report any exploratory and post-hoc analyses.

### 6.5 Transparency

Public sharing of study data and materials increases transparency and trust [116, 117], while freeing up space in papers to concentrate on other relevant aspects (e.g., the game design process) and discuss the most interesting findings.

- **The data set is available [4, 116, 117, 170, 177]:** If possible, anonymized raw data should be made openly available in a persistent online repository. The location of the data should be explicitly noted in the text, preferably in the abstract, so that the data are available, even if the paper is not openly accessible. Where anonymized data cannot be made public (e.g., vulnerable populations), researchers could instead generate a distributionally identical “synthetic” data set [see 132, for a primer].

- **The analysis plan is available [4, 170, 177]:** Sharing R scripts, SPSS syntax, or the data analysis plan allows researchers and reviewers to easily replicate the analysis.

- **Experimental artefacts are available [4, 170, 177]:** All materials necessary to replicate the study should be made openly available. For many CHI PLAY publications, this simply entails listing all questionnaire items, as well as sourcing or uploading all study materials. Where this is not possible (e.g., due to copyrighted hardware, software prototypes), researchers should share alternate resources to facilitate replication. Kreków et al. [98], for instance, describe a blueprint for their controller prototype.

### 6.6 Pre-registration

As all aforementioned recommendations refer to decisions made prior to data collection, pre-registering a study requires little extra effort [158]. The pre-registration plan provides readers a means to identify confirmatory and exploratory goals of the work, and discourages HARKing [33].

- **Pre-registration [4, 33, 117, 131, 170, 177]:** The study is pre-registered at a permanent third-party archive (e.g., OSF.io or AsPredicted.org) and accompanied by timestamps. Johanson et al. [81], for instance, provide an example of a pre-registration plan in the context of player-computer interaction.

- **Deviations from pre-registration are justified [33, 117, 131, 170, 177]:** Studies do not always go as intended. Deviations from the pre-registration plan are often warranted, but should be clearly highlighted and justified in the paper.

### 6.7 Exploratory Research

The previous sections reflect recommendations primarily tailored to confirmatory work and NHST. However, in light of the importance of exploratory research for player-computer interaction, we provide a few pointers here for more transparent quantitative exploratory research.

- **Stating the exploratory research goal [33, 177]:** Intentional exploratory analyses are perfectly reasonable, when clearly declared as such. Researchers should specify their exploratory focus, and avoid presenting findings as definitive proof (e.g., via $p$ values). In turn, reviewers should not insist on the provision of $p$ values, as they tend to be misconstrued as strong evidence.

- **Adequate statistical approach:** Some research questions may be more appropriately investigated with other statistical methods. When relevant prior information exists, Bayesian approaches [100] may be useful; in other cases, researchers may benefit from estimation-based approaches [48], as in some existing CHI PLAY work [e.g., 47].

- **Interpreting results [36, 48]:** Exploratory analysis is less constrained than a confirmatory approach. Hence, researchers might fargo certain “rules” when interpreting and reporting results. For instance, instead of relying on $p$ values, researchers may gauge graphs “by eye” to compare whether confidence intervals overlap between groups.

- **Transparent reporting:** Exploratory work should also follow the transparency guidelines described above, including pre-registration [33], open data, and complete reporting of all collected measures. Sharing the data openly also allows other researchers to engage in exploratory analyses, and extends the contribution of the original work [170].
7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

First, it was not always obvious to determine whether the methodological best practices were followed in the reviewed papers. We could, for example, only investigate outlier removal based on the descriptions and rationales reported in the papers. Had the raw data been made openly available, it would have been possible to reproduce by what means outliers were identified and removed.

Second, screening and coding processes were conducted entirely by the first author. While these procedures were performed with transparency and completeness; however, some readers may disagree with aspects of the analysis.

Third, some points of critique around NHST remain topics of active debate; for example, whether and how to test assumptions [26, 27, 143], and when to adjust for multiple testing [103]. While we have made clear recommendations for many of these topics, we urge CHI PLAY researchers to more deeply engage with these discussions, to make informed decisions regarding their statistical analyses, and provide clear justifications in their papers.

Finally, our review is limited to NHST, researcher degrees of freedom, and their potential inflation of the Type I error rate. Yet our findings showcase further methodological concerns (e.g., suitability of statistical tests or study designs for answering research questions) that warrant consideration. Moreover, the present work mostly focuses on hypothesis-testing. However, recent work on the uses of psychological theory in HCI games research [165] also suggests a need to assess how hypotheses are generated and what research questions are formulated [75, 115].

8 CONCLUSION

Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST) is a popular analytic tool at CHI PLAY. However, our review of 119 full papers highlights a number of inconsistencies and shortcomings with regards to research and reporting practices. These issues emerged against a backdrop of systematic misuse of confirmatory methods, such as NHST, in seemingly exploratory work. To help counter these issues, we present a template for authors to improve study design and statistical reporting, and for reviewers to evaluate work employing NHST. We are confident that by adopting basic Open Science standards – such as pre-registration, open data, and more uniform statistical reporting – the quality of CHI PLAY research may be further improved, fostering the validity and reliability of research findings.
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